
Our objects come in 2 possible deliveries:

  1. 3D print cleaned but supports not removed
  2. 3D print cleaned and support structures
removed.

Delivery 

The Marcus'Miniatures
3D Print Service
Info-sheet

Please take a close look at our work, each
company works with its own techniques or
devices. If you have any questions, please just
let us know.

Generel

Here we would like to list some
general information about our 3D
printing service. We recommend
reading them carefully to avoid
misunderstandings.

What we need

We need 3D printable data, either as an STL or as
an OBJ file. Then simply send it to our specified
email address via email or we transfer.

No 3D design yet?

3D Designing 

If you don't have a 3D design yet, you can have
simple objects designed by us. For more complex
objects, we work together with the best designers in
the field of miniatures as well as industry.

It should be noted that 3D design is a very time-
consuming thing and therefore clear
communication is necessary beforehand. We are not
willing to deliver inferior work and ask for your
understanding that low-budget design is
unfortunately not an option. 

All information and ideas should come to us
collectively, this must always be done in writing.
Subsequent information (if it is not already too late)
should also be sent to us. This is the only way we can
prevent any communication problems.



Functional, resilient and technical 3D printing
with FDM technology from the most modern
devices offer endless possibilities. All types of
plastic filament, including TPU, flex, nylon, ABS,
wood and carbon can be printed, offering the
right material for every use. 
 

Filament Print 

Production Quantity 

From individual prototypes to series of up to 5000
pieces are possible in both the FDM and the resin
area.
Thanks to our centrally located printing farm, we
can use and produce the right process for all
needs.

Resin-Print

High-resolution resin 3D printing is our
specialty, miniatures, highly detailed model
making, industrial prototypes and much more
come to our customers in the highest
resolution and precision.

We use both laser and UV technology, bottom
up and bottom down processes.

Prices

Prices are always to be requested separately for
3D printing, we already produce models or objects
from €2.99, but almost all models differ greatly
and are therefore calculated explicitly.


